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INTRODUCTION 
PART I 
TRIP REPORT 
Kate Brown and Jeff Gordon from the Building Research Council (BRC) at the 
University of illinois Urbana-Champaign conducted a site visit at Southern Puget Sound 
Inter-Tribal Housing Authority (SPSITHA) on March 10-13, 2003. The SPSITHA 
administers the housing program for the Nisqually and Skokomish Tribes. The purpose 
of the site visit was to provide technical assistance to the SPSITHA in assessing mold and 
moisture condition in housing units. This report summarizes activities and issues 
addressed while on site. A detailed analysis on the findings and recommendations is 
found in PART II: Technical Housing Assessment Report: Examining Mold and Moisture 
Conditions of Homes at the Southern Puget Sound Inter-Tribal Housing Authority on the 
Nisqually and Skokomish Reservations. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The SPSITHA Office and Skokomish Reservation are located in Mason County and the 
Nisqually Reservation is located in Pierce and Thurston Counties on the Olympia 
Peninsula in the State of Washington. The reservations are located in the Puget Sound 
region. Two mountain ranges, the Olympics to the West and the Cascades to the East, 
surround the region. The region has fertile farmland and lush forests with an average 
annual precipitation range from about 66.19 inches in Shelton to about 51.25 inches in 
Olympia. The average annual snowfall is about 8.2 inches in Shelton and about 18.1 
inches in Olympia. Average maximum temperature is about 60 degrees and the average 
minimum temperature is about 40 degrees. Approximately 1,690 Native Americans 
reside on the Skokomish Reservation and approximately 1,010 Native Americans reside 
on the Nisqually Reservation. The housing authority maintains 15 Low Rent homes and 
64 Mutual Help homes for the Skokomish Tribe and 10 Low Rent homes and 86 Mutual 
Help homes for the Nisqually Tribe. 
David Bell, Executive Director of the SPSITHA, requested technical assistance and 
training on mold and moisture problems impacting Low Rent and Mutual Help homes on 
the reservations. The nine investigated homes located on the reservations were stick built 
with two, three, or four bedrooms. All but one home were built over crawl spaces and 
used wood burning stoves and/or electric furnaces as heating sources. In most cases, 
residents used the wood stoves as the primary heating source and the electric as the back 
-up. The homes ranged in age from one to thirty-four years old. 
Day 1: Monday, March 10, 2003 
On Monday morning, Kate Brown met with John Cata, Director of Grants Management 
at HUD's Northwest Office of Native American Programs (NWONAP) in Seattle, 
Washington to discuss the site visit. The team traveled to the SPSITHA office located in 
Shelton, Washington and met with Dave Bell and tenant services staff. The meeting 
focused on mold and moisture conditions identified in their housing units. Discussions 
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also included the general climatic conditions of the region, which sets the stage for 
building design and development. General climate conditions are expressed in data on 
temperature, humidity, precipitation, cloudiness, wind speed, and direction, and sun path. 
This region has a high precipitation range (from 66.19 inches to 51.25 inches) and wide 
relative humidity range. The housing authority has built homes applying site-planning 
principals unique to their climatic conditions; including grading, rainwater management, 
and landscaping. 
During the meeting, the team discussed the on-site assessment process. The housing 
authority's tenant services staff selected the properties to be inspected at both sites. Since 
the meeting began late in the afternoon, the on site inspections began the next day. 
Day 2: Tuesday, March 11, 2003 
On Tuesday, the assessment team inspected four homes, three Mutual Help and one Low 
Rent home, at the Nisqually Reservation. Digital photographs were taken at each site to 
record conditions. The inspection process involved visual assessments of both interior 
and exterior conditions, the measurements of relative humidity, and discussion with 
available residents. PART II: Technical Housing Assessment Report: Examining Mold 
and Moisture Conditions of Homes on the Nisqually and Skokomish Reservations 
provides a detailed analysis of findings and recommendations for the homes investigated 
at the Nisqually Reservation. 
Day 3: Wednesday, March 12,2003 
On Wednesday morning, John Cata from the NWONAP joined the assessment team. The 
assessment team inspected five Mutual Help homes at the Skokomish Reservation. 
Digital photographs were taken at each site to record conditions. The inspection process 
involved visual assessments of both interior and exterior conditions, the measurements of 
relative humidity, and discussion with residents when available. PART II: Technical 
Housing Assessment Report: Examining Mold and Moisture Conditions of Homes on the 
Nisqually and Skokomish Reservations provides a detailed analysis of findings and 
recommendations for the homes investigated at the Skokomish Reservation. 
Day 4: Thursday, March 13, 2003 
BRC staff provided training for SPSITHA staff. The participants included inspectors, 
carpenters, maintenance staff, resident service staff, residents, and tribal government 
officials. The recently elected Tribal Chairperson, Victoria Guzman facilitated the 
training session presentations and discussions. Using a Power Point presentation, the 
training session addressed the specific issues identified on the Nisqually and Skokomish 
Reservations. The following topics were discussed: 
• What Mold Needs to Grow 
• Definition of Moisture Loads and Identification of Sources of Moisture 
• Impact of Building Construction and Design on Moisture Sources 
• Findings on the Reservation and Strategies to Solve the Problems 
• Mold Remediation 
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• Occupants Issues 
• Crawl Spaces 
The training session was about two hours long. There was very good technical 
discussions with the housing authority staff. Issues discussed included; mold and 
moisture conditions noted from the inspections, potential causes for these problems, and 
recommendations and ideas for educating occupants. The housing authority staff plans to 
hold home maintenance clinics to further educate occupants on the roles and 
responsibilities of home maintenance and ownership. The first home maintenance clinic 
is scheduled for April 9, 2003. The housing authority also distributes a quarterly 
newsletter, which addresses home maintenance, financing, and housing administrative 
issues. The winter edition included an article titled: Mold in Your Home: ABCs of What to 
Do. 
FINDINGS 
An overview of findings and recommendations for the site visit follows. PART II: 
Technical Housing Assessment Report provides a more detailed discussion and analysis 
of the findings. 
Nisqually I Skokomish Reservations 
Principal findings from the site inspections include: 
1. Rainwater Management. Three of the nine houses had site drainage problems. 
2. All nine buildings had problems with the roof drainage system (gutters, 
downspouts, leaders, and splashblocks). These problems can result in foundation 
wetness and elevated moisture levels in housing. Only four of eight crawl spaces 
were inspected. 
3. Winter Condensation. One house suffered from significant mold growth on walls 
and ceilings as a result of winter moisture condensation. Two other houses 
exhibited minor mold growth from this cause (other houses had condensation on 
windows, only). These problems resulted from elevated moisture loads combined 
with insulation faults in the houses. 
4. Bathroom Moisture. Four houses suffered from excess moisture and mold growth 
on walls and ceilings of the bathroom. All four houses were densely occupied 
(five to seven occupants). In these cases, the intensive use of the bathrooms, 
particularly showering, allows lingering water vapor to maintain sufficient 
moisture on the wall and ceiling surfaces for mold to grow. Efficient bathroom 
exhaust fans are the best solution to this problem. 
5. Overcrowding. Two houses were overcrowded. One household had seven 
residents in a two-bedroom ranch house. The other household had six residents in 
a three-bedroom ranch home. Overcrowding increases moisture levels produced 
from human sources, contributing to elevated interior moisture loads, and 
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ultimately (if other conditions are in place) can lead to mold contamination from 
condensation problems. There was condensation and related mold contamination 
in both inspected houses with overcrowded conditions. 
6. Heating Systems. Of the nine inspected residential properties, occupants in only 
two of the properties were using the central heating system as the principal heat 
source. The other seven houses were heated with wood stoves located in the 
central living room. It should be recognized that the heating method and 
subsequent heat distribution play a vital role in preventing wintertime mold and 
moisture problems. 
PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS 
A particular challenge to all housing authorities is the development of a service delivery 
system that promptly and effectively addresses mold and moisture conditions. This 
requires a partnership between the housing authority and residents. A system could 
include training for the maintenance staff on how to implement the technical 
recommendations and training for residents on their roles and responsibilities as renters 
and homeowners. In many cases, moisture problems develop, but go unreported and 
unrepaired, which results in significant mold contamination that could have been 
avoided. Some strategies follow: 
1. Require attendance at annual homeowner/renter clinics as part of the annual 
recertification process. These clinics could provide instruction on home 
maintenance issues, such as identifying and repairing leaks and maintaining 
gutters. 
2. During the annual recertification process, ask occupants to complete a survey 
based on Housing Quality Standards (HQS) with additional questions on mold 
and moisture conditions in their homes. Having the residents complete the survey 
further engages them in their own home maintenance. Furthermore, the survey 
responses would provide additional information to the housing authority on 
unreported problems, especially leaks and inoperable fans that might contribute to 
an unsafe, unhealthy home environment. 
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PART II: 
TECHNICAL HOUSING ASSESSMENT REPORT 
EXAMINING MOLD AND MOISTURE CONDITIONS IN HOMES 
ON THE NISQUALLY/SKOKOMISH RESERVATIONS 
Executive Summary 
Introduction 
Section 1: Methodology 
Section 2: Nisqually and Skokomish Housing Types 
Section 3: Findings 
Section 4: Technical Discussion and Recommendations 
Appendix A: Housing Survey Summary Form 
Appendix B: Housing Assessment Results 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The site assessment team inspected four homes at the Nisqually Reservation and five 
homes at the Skokomish Reservation for moisture and mold conditions. The principal 
findings include: 
1. Rainwater Management. Three of the nine houses had site drainage problems. 
All nine houses had problems with the roof drainage system (gutters, downspouts, 
leaders, and splashblocks ). These problems can result in foundation wetness and 
elevated moisture levels in housing. Only four of eight crawl spaces inspected. 
2. Winter Condensation. One house suffered from significant mold growth on walls 
and ceilings as a result of winter moisture condensation. Two other houses 
exhibited minor mold growth from this cause. (Other houses had condensation on 
windows, only). These problems resulted from elevated moisture loads combined 
with insulation faults in the houses. 
3. Bathroom Moisture. Four of the houses suffered from excess moisture and mold 
growth on walls and ceilings of the bathroom. All four houses were densely 
occupied (five to seven occupants). In these cases, the intensive use of the 
bathrooms, particular! y showering, allows lingering water vapor to maintain 
sufficient moisture on the wall and ceiling surfaces for mold to grow. Efficient 
bathroom exhaust fans are the best solution to this problem. 
4. Overcrowding. Two houses could be described as overcrowded. One household 
had seven residents in a two-bedroom ranch house. The other household had six 
residents in a three-bedroom ranch home. Overcrowding increases the moisture 
levels produced from human sources, contributing to elevated interior moisture 
loads, and ultimately (if other conditions are in place) can lead to mold 
contamination from condensation problems. There was condensation and related 
mold contamination in both inspected houses with overcrowded conditions. 
5. Heating Systems. Of the nine inspected residential properties, occupants in only 
two of the properties were using the central heating system as the principal heat 
source. The other seven houses were being heated with a wood stove located in 
the central living room. It should be recognized that heating method and 
subsequent heat distribution play a vital role in preventing wintertime mold and 
moisture problems. 
This report provides technical recommendations and discussions focusing on these items. 
Appendix A includes a summary of findings from the inspections. Appendix B provides a 
detailed assessment of each home. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The assessment team responded to a request from the Northwest Office of Native 
American Programs to assess site and housing conditions contributing to mold and 
moisture problems at the Nisqually and Skokomish Reservations. Kate Brown and Jeff 
Gordon from the Building Research Council (BRC) at the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign conducted a site visit at Southern Puget Sound Inter-Tribal Housing 
Authority (SPSITHA) on March 10-13, 2003. The SPSITHA administers the housing 
program for the Nisqually and Skokomish Tribes. 
The SPSITHA Office and Skokomish Reservation are located in Mason County and the 
Nisqually Reservation is located in Pierce and Thurston Counties on the Olympia 
Peninsula in the State of Washington. The reservations are located in the Puget Sound 
region. Two mountain ranges, the Olympics to the West and the Cascades to the East, 
surround the region. The region has fertile farmland and lush forests. 
The region features wet, temperate winters and dry, temperate summers. High 
temperatures in the winter are in the low 40s F. High temperatures in the summer are 
typically in the mid-70s. Average annual precipitation ranges from about 66 inches in 
Shelton to about 51 inches in Olympia, with the great majority of the precipitation 
occurring in the winter months. 
Approximately 1,690 Native Americans reside on the Skokomish Reservation and 
approximately 1,010 Native Americans reside on the Nisqually Reservation. The 
housing authority maintains 15 Low Rent homes and 64 Mutual Help homes for the 
Skokomish Tribe and 10 Low Rent homes and 86 Mutual Help homes for the Nisqually 
Tribe. David Bell, Executive Director of the SPSITHA, requested technical assistance 
and training on mold and moisture problems impacting Low Rent and Mutual Help 
homes on the reservations. 
SECTION 1 -METHODOLOGY 
Visual Inspection 
Housing inspections consisted primarily of visual assessment of mold and moisture 
conditions. Assessment forms developed for the Chicago Mold and Moisture Project, a 
HUD Healthy Homes Program, were used to record information. The assessment forms 
were organized for a room-by-room inspection. All rooms were examined for water 
damage and evidence of mold. Assessment ofkitchens, bathrooms, basements, crawl 
spaces, utility rooms and attics included additional inspection relating to plumbing, 
localized ventilation, water entry and other moisture source issues. Only four out of eight 
crawl spaces, and two out of nine attics, were accessible for inspection. 
The exterior of the houses were inspected for rainwater and snowmelt management, 
including site grading, roof condition and gutter system. 
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Whenever possible, residents were interviewed to gather history on moisture problems, 
plumbing leaks, winter condensation, health issues, number of occupants and other useful 
information that could be offered. 
Digital photographs were taken at each house to visually record notable conditions. 
Measurements 
A Delmhorst two-pin moisture content meter was used to take measurements in the four 
accessible crawl spaces. One home was slab-on-grade. Due to the storage capacity of 
wood, moisture content measurements provide information on wetness in the recent past, 
from approximately the last two to three weeks. Moisture content readings can range 
from 5%, indicating a very dry space, to 30%, which is virtually saturated. Readings at 
or above 20% is cause for concern. The range of moisture content readings was 12% to 
20% in the four crawl spaces where measurements were taken. 
The temperature and relative humidity of the interiors were measured with a Vasaila 
guage. In cases with visible mold on walls and ceilings, an infrared sensor was used to 
measure surface temperatures. This measurement investigates insulation problems that 
contribute to condensation and mold growth. 
The results of the mold and moisture assessments were compiled on a spreadsheet, with 
broad categories of common moisture problems noted. This data is presented in 
Appendix A in this report. The findings from each individual house inspection are 
presented in Appendix B. 
SECTION 2- NISQUALLY AND SKOKKOMISH HOUSING TYPES 
The nine investigated homes were wood framed houses with two, three, or four 
bedrooms. Eight of the nine houses were one-story ranch houses, and one house was 
two-story. All but one home were built over crawl spaces. In the four crawl spaces 
inspected, insulation was in the joist cavities of the floor, placing the crawl space outside 
the thermal boundary. All crawl spaces were ventilated, some more efficiently than 
others. The houses used wood stoves and electric resistance room heaters as heating 
sources. In most cases, residents used the wood stoves as the primary heating source and 
the electric as the backup heat source. In one case, a wood stove had been converted to 
gas. The homes ranged from one to thirty-four years old. 
SECTION 3 -FINDINGS 
There was visible mold in seven of the houses inspected. In most cases, mold 
contamination was slight, generally limited to bathrooms and plumbing problems. In one 
case, condensation-based mold contamination was present in several rooms of the house. 
Mold contamination is always associated with moisture problems. The following are the 
general findings regarding mold and moisture problems based on the inspection of the 
houses at the Nisqually and Skokomish Reservations. 
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1. Exterior Site Drainage and Rainwater Management 
Managing the rainwater that falls on and around 
a house is central to maintaining dry 
foundations, and ultimately dry houses. Site 
drainage was rated poor at three of the nine 
properties inspected. In these cases, the sites 
were flat with no slope away from the 
foundation, with the potential for water pooling 
next to the foundation. In one case a hillside 
drained toward the building with no barrier or 
swale to divert the water away from the 
foundation (Figure 1 ). In contrast, four of the 
sites (all at the Skokomish reservation) had 
excellent site drainage, with strong slopes away 
from the foundation on all elevations. 
Figure 1: Site pitched toward foundation 
Additionally, all nine houses had problems with the roof 
drainage systems (gutters, downspouts, leaders, and 
splashblocks). Primarily, missing leaders resulted in 
gathered rainwater from the roof being dumped next to the 
foundations at the base of the downspouts (Figure 2). This 
condition can place a tremendous moisture load on the 
foundation, potentially leading to acute problems in the 
crawl spaces and high relative humidity in the interior of 
the houses. 
Four of the eight crawl spaces were examined. Despite the 
rainwater management problems, three of the four 
inspected crawl spaces were reasonably dry. All crawl 
spaces had vapor barriers over the soil, however: 
Figure 2: Missing leader from 
downspout 
• The house with the worst pooling next to the foundation also had the greatest 
interior moisture load and some condensation problems in the house. This crawl 
space was not accessible, but it is likely that wet conditions in the crawl space 
contributed to the elevated humidity in the house. 
• The house with the second greatest moisture load, and the worst condensation 
problems of the site visits, featured the wettest crawl space. There were several 
large gaps in the vapor barrier. It was the only crawl space where moisture 
content measurements of the framing members reached 20%. 
Section 4.1 discusses site drainage and rainwater management in more detail. 
2. Winter Moisture Condensation 
One house suffered from significant mold growth on walls and ceilings as a result of 
winter moisture condensation. Two other houses exhibited minor mold growth from this 
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cause (other houses had condensation on 
windows, only). In these houses, mold growth 
from condensation was visible in bedroom 
closets, at the wall/ceiling juncture of exterior 
walls, and at the base of exterior walls (Figure 3). 
Condensation occurs when moisture-laden air 
comes in contact with a building surface that is 
chilled below the dew point of the air. This 
problem indicates a combination of two factors: 
• A house with a high wintertime moisture 
load (relative humidity), and 
Figure 3: Condensation-based mold 
problem 
• Surfaces in the building are chilled near or below the dewpoint temperature. 
Lowering the moisture load and/or warming surfaces to prevent cold surface 
temperatures (with insulation or better heat distribution) will treat the problem. Section 
4.2 discusses winter condensation issues. 
Findings 3,4, and 5 have a relationship to the condensation problem. 
3. Bathroom Moisture and Mold Problems 
Four houses suffered from excess moisture and 
mold growth on walls and ceilings of the 
bathroom (Figure 4). All four houses were 
densely occupied (five to seven occupants). In 
these cases, the intensive use of the bathrooms, 
particularly showering, allows lingering water 
vapor to maintain sufficient moisture on the wall 
and ceiling surfaces for mold to grow. Efficient 
bathroom exhaust fans are the best solution to this 
problem. Section 4.3 discusses localized 
bathroom ventilation. 
4. Overcrowded Conditions 
Figure 4: Mold on bathroom ceiling 
Two of the inspected houses were overcrowded. One household had seven residents in a 
two-bedroom ranch house. The other household had six residents in a three-bedroom 
ranch home. Overcrowding increases the moisture levels produced from human sources, 
contributing to elevated interior moisture loads, and ultimately (if other conditions are in 
place) leads to mold contamination from condensation problems. There was 
condensation and related mold contamination in both inspected houses with overcrowded 
conditions. 
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5. Heating Method and Heat Distribution 
The inspected houses were equipped with thermo-
statically-controlled electrical resistance heaters in the 
main room. Of the nine inspected residential 
properties, occupants in two of the properties used this 
system as the principal heat source. The other seven 
houses used wood stoves located in the central living 
room (Figure 5). This approach to winter heating is 
obviously an economical, and possibly aesthetic, 
choice. It should be recognized that heating method 
and subsequent heat distribution plays a vital role in 
preventing wintertime mold and moisture problems. A 
wood stove is a point source method that is not ducted 
to all rooms in a house. When central heating is not in 
use, it is possible that the rooms furthest from the heat 
source will be cooler, and may contain cooler surfaces. 
As discussed in Finding 2, chilled surfaces are a critical 
contributing factor to condensation-based mold 
contamination. Section 4.4 discusses this issue further. 
6. Maintenance Issue 
Figure 5: Typical wood stove 
A plumbing leak was identified in one of the nine 
houses. The case featured a leak in the DWV pipe 
under the kitchen sink and resulted in extensive mold 
contamination (Figure 6). It was clear that the problem 
had lingered for a considerable period of time. 
Maintaining plumbing in proper working order is a high 
priority maintenance item. Plumbing leaks persisting 
for months and even years can lead to structural 
Figure 6: Plumbing leak at kitchen sink 
damage and mold problems. 
SECTION 4- TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following discussions and recommendations are based on the six general findings 
identified during the site visit to the Nisqually I Skokomish Reservations. 
4.1 Site Drainage and Rainwater Management 
Site Drainage 
When rain falls on a building site, where should the water go? The roof should be 
designed and built so that the water that lands on the roof is moved out to the edge of the 
roof. When rain falls on a soil surface, some of it will percolate downward through the 
soil- more in sandy soils and less in clayey soils. The water that does not percolate 
downward will move along the soil surface following the slope, out to the downhill edge 
of the site. The best way to prevent mold and moisture problems in houses is to make 
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sure that rainwater moves off the roof, across the site and off the property. The houses 
with problems allow water to accumulate in the soil that contacts the foundation. In a 
well-managed property, the soil that contacts the foundation should be the driest soil on 
the site following a rainstorm. Houses with dry foundations (basements, crawl spaces and 
slabs) are usually dry houses. Keeping the foundation dry is the key to a good indoor 
environment in most houses. To keep the foundation dry, keep the soil next to the 
foundation dry. 
Keeping the soil that touches the foundation dry involves two general rules, together with 
some specific guidelines. 
The first general rule is concentration - damage is worse where greater quantities of water 
are concentrated. A valley on a roof acts like a funnel, with the greatest concentration of 
water at the base of the valley. Gutters also act like funnels that collect water from the 
edge of the roof and concentrate it in the downspout. On the land, valleys and swales act 
like collectors or funnels that concentrate the water on the site. If the water management 
design makes use of funnels (such as valleys, gutters or swales) then they require 
maintenance to make sure they work as intended. Damage is worst where a valley, gutter 
or swale is blocked. 
The second general rule is the ground roof rule - treat the soil surface as if it were a low-
slope roof surface. Pitch the surface away from the house - the steeper the pitch, the 
better the drainage. Imagine all the water moving to the low edge of the site, and imagine 
how best to get it there. A void areas near the building that can act as water collectors. 
Specific site drainage guidelines include: 
• The house should be built on a crown, not in a hole. If there is sufficient exposed 
foundation, site grading at the house can be improved. If the house hugs the 
ground, improvements at the foundation are more difficult. There should be a 
minimum of eight inches of exposed foundation between the ground and the 
beginning of the siding. 
• Identify localized dips and holes immediately adjacent to the foundation, fill with 
dirt, and tamp the fill material to prevent future settling. Provide sufficient fill 
material such that drainage occurs away from the foundation. 
• Good tamping or compaction of the backfill is very helpful because it helps keep 
water on the surface where it can be managed by slope. Soil at the outside comers 
of the foundation, where the downspouts are usually found, can always be tamped 
because the comer will not collapse inward. 
• Bushes and other plantings may be very helpful, especially if their root balls soak 
up a lot of water. Also they can be planted strategically near downspouts so that 
the downspout leaders are less likely to be kicked off or removed during lawn 
mowing. 
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Rain Water Management 
Rain water and snow melt from the roof should be collected and distributed away from 
the foundation with a gutter system. Flashings around chimneys and vents should be 
Figure 7: To deposit downspout water well away from the 
foundation, consider using a hinged extender. It can pivot 
up and out of the way when the lawn is being mowed. 
watertight. 
• As part of a management 
system, pitch the gutters to 
the downspout. Short 
gutters may be hung level. 
In hip roof houses, consider 
using downspouts only on 
the downhill side and not 
on the uphill side. In areas 
with a moderate amount of 
trees, consider large gutters 
and downspouts with solid 
hangers that keep the gutter 
from sagging. 
• Secure downspouts to the 
house. They should never 
be undersized, and some 
oversizing never hurts. 
Fasten elbows and straight sections together with pop rivets- screws that project into 
the downspout can lead to clogging. 
• At the base of the downspout, direct the water away from the foundation of the 
building (Figure 7) and out past the backfill onto the undisturbed soil, which may 
be 3' to 5' out from the edge of the house. If allowed to dump close to the 
foundation and into the backfill, the water will concentrate next to the 
foundation- precisely the wrong place for the water to be. The traditional way to 
discharge the water away from the house involves using downspout leaders 
(sections of straight downspout) and/or splash blocks. Both of these are often 
disturbed when lawns get mowed. Instead, use a notched section of downspout 
that is hinged to the elbow at the base of the downspout (Figure 7). The soil at the 
base of the downspout should be sloped away from the house at a minimum of 
5% slope. Six inches of fall in the first 10' away from the house gives a 5% 
slope. 
• Keep gutters clean in wooded areas. A gutter guard system can help keep debris 
out of the gutter, thus minimizing maintenance, while allowing water to drain into 
the gutter. 
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An example of a gutter guard system is the PermFlow 
Gutter Guard System (Figure 8). This system costs 
about $4.50 per 3' section and is designed for a 5" K 
style gutter (8' sections are sold to contractors). 
Similar systems such as the Waterfall Gutter Guard 
are available (Figure 9). 
Figure 8: Permaflow Gutter Guard System 
4.2 Winter Condensation Problems 
Figure 9: Waterfall gutter guard 
system 
Condensation occurs when moisture-laden air contacts a building surface that is chilled 
below the dew point of the air. When this happens, the moisture content of the materials 
at the location increases, potentially up to saturation, and mold grows on the surfaces. 
This problem indicates a combination of two factors: 
1. A house with a high wintertime moisture load (relative humidity), and 
2. Areas of the building that are near or below the dewpoint temperature. 
In cases where this problem occurs, two complementary steps will solve the problem: 
1. Identify the moisture sources that contribute to the elevated humidity in the house 
and reduce or eliminate these moisture sources, and 
2. Identify the cause of the chilled surface and add insulation or airflow 
improvements to reduce or eliminate the chilling of the surface. 
Identifying and reducing moisture sources to lower relative humidity in the winter is 
always the first step. Moisture sources can include: 
• Foundation moisture sources - wet basements and crawl spaces 
• Bathroom moisture sources due to high use and lack of localized ventilation 
• Human moisture sources due to overcrowding 
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• Combustion moisture sources 
• Moisture from bulk water leaks in roofs, cladding, and plumbing 
As can be seen from this list, moisture sources relate to issues discussed in the report, 
including site drainage and rainwater management (Section 4.1 ), bathrooms (Section 4.3), 
and overcrowding (Finding 4). Minimizing these moisture sources is discussed in the 
respective sections. 
In some cases, particularly in those cases involving overcrowding in weather-tight 
houses, adding whole house ventilation can reduce the moisture load in the house. 
Ventilation mixes dryer exterior air with the interior air, thus lowering the humidity level. 
However, the rainy, wet, winter climate at the Nisqually and Skokomish Reservations 
often features exterior air at or near saturation. This fact limits the potential benefit from 
a dilution strategy. Consider ventilation after all other moisture sources have been 
addressed. 
Maintaining surface temperatures above the dew point temperature is the second 
approach. Always consider moisture source control first, because the lower the relative 
humidity, the lower the tolerable temperature. The problem can occur, however, at a 
reasonable interior humidity if a specific construction flaw allows a surface to get chilled 
in the winter. Construction flaws that contribute to this problem include: 
• Missing or inadequate insulation in the attic, resulting in mold on ceilings 
• Missing or inadequate insulation in wall cavities, resulting in mold on walls 
• Poor heat distribution to rooms and specific surfaces 
• Clothes closets on exterior walls 
Both moisture load and poor insulation contributed to the identified condensation 
problems. The houses with the highest moisture loads had condensation problems. At 
the same time, surface temperature measurements indicated that insulation flaws also 
contributed to mold contamination. Correcting the 
flaws requires opening up the cavity or accessing 
the attic in order to install insulation to the proper 
level. 
Heating homes from a single point heat source 
rather than central heating, contributes to chilled 
surface temperatures in rooms distant from the 
heating source. Cold rooms contribute to 
condensation problems and mold growth. This 
issue is further discussed in Section 4.4. 
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A common condition leading to winter condensation and mold problems occurs in closets 
on an exterior wall. This was evident in one house on the Skokomish reservation (Figure 
1 0). The design and use of closets conspire to make this common condition, specifically: 
• Lack of heat supplied to closets and closed closet doors 
• Lack of airflow in closets which would distribute heat to the closet exterior 
surface 
• Closet clutter that prevents airflow and heat from reaching the closet exterior wall 
• Clothes hanging against the wall act as insulation and lower the temperature of 
the wall 
Preventing this mold in closets requires reducing the chilling of the exterior closet wall. 
A void cluttered closets and maintain some distance between the clothes and the exterior 
wall. Install louvered closet doors and keep the room at a comfortable temperature. 
Exterior walls should be insulated. Again, the moisture load in the house should be kept 
at a minimum. 
4.3 Bathroom Moisture Problems and Localized Exhaust Ventilation 
Kitchens are used for cooking and cleaning. In laundries, clothes dryers remove large 
quantities of water from wet clothes. Bathrooms, however, prove to be the wettest rooms 
of all. Showers result in 100% humidity and can raise the moisture levels of the bathroom 
wall and ceiling surfaces sufficiently to support mold. If there are many occupants, the 
bathroom does not have sufficient drying time, and mold contamination can become 
visible and significant. This situation occurred in three houses. 
Exhaust ventilation removes moisture at the source and serves as a source control 
strategy to reduce the moisture load in a house. Exhaust ventilation dilutes the moisture 
and places the room in a negative pressure, thus limiting the spread of moisture to the rest 
of the house until most of the moisture has been removed to the outside. 
Bathroom exhaust fans should always vent to the outside rather than into the living space. 
Venting to the basement, crawl space and attic can lead to moisture problems occurring 
in these areas. For this reason, localized exhaust ventilation requires ductwork. If the 
vent discharges through the roof, make sure the vent has an effective check valve to 
prevent wind blowing back through the vent. The vent may discharge at the soffit area, 
but the vent duct should penetrate through the soffit panels and terminate in a grille. 
Bathroom exhaust fans should exhaust between 50 cubic feet per minute (CFM) and 80 
CFM. The effectiveness of exhaust fans is based on the power of the exhaust fan, length 
and type of exhaust duct and cleanliness of the fan grille. The exhaust fan motor may not 
be powerful enough to vent sufficient airflow through the duct, if excessive resistance 
exists in the ductwork. The longer the duct length, the greater the static pressure in the 
duct and the less air flow through the duct. Turns and bends in the ductwork also 
increase the static pressure and reduce flow. Similarly, a smooth duct provides less 
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resistance and improved flow over ribbed ductwork. For all types of exhaust ventilation, 
using round, smooth sheet metal ductwork is recommended. Generally, a large duct, with 
the fewest bends or elbows, and the shortest duct run, is preferred. A dirty intake grille 
will greatly increases resistance and reduces airflow. Generally, cheap exhaust fans are 
not effective or long lasting. A good exhaust fan will cost around $100. 
Noisy exhaust fans are not likely to be used, so exhaust fans with a low sone rating 
should be selected. To ensure they get used, consider: 
• Exhaust fan hard-wired to the bathroom light, and/or 
• Exhaust fan on a timer, to extend moisture dilution time following a shower. 
A good exhaust fan system features both of these approaches, i.e., a fan hard-wired to the 
light and also programmed to run for a period following bathroom use. (Available from 
Energy Federation Incorporated, www.efi.org, Fan/Light Time Delay Switch). Residents 
should be encouraged to always use the bathroom exhaust vent. 
4.4 Heating Systems and Moisture Control 
In the winter, the heating systems provide comfort for the occupants. Heating systems 
can also impact winter moisture problems in several ways. Two of the critical ways are 
as follows: 
1. The heating system is a major determinant of the temperature of interior surfaces. 
If heat is inadequate or poorly distributed, some wall and ceiling surfaces may be 
chilled near or below the dew point temperature leading to condensation 
problems. Occupants play a role in this if they close off rooms, cover supply 
ducts, block airflow to exterior walls, or adjust the thermostat down. 
2. With the exception of electric heat, most heating systems depend on combustion 
of fuels. A major byproduct of combustion is water vapor. If a combustion 
appliance is improperly vented, or not vented at all, the heating system can 
contribute enormous amounts of moisture into the interior air. 
With regard to the first issue, central heating systems are preferred over stationary, single 
source heating systems (propane space heaters, wood stoves). Central heating systems 
feature ductwork that supply heated air (or heated water to radiators in hydronic systems) 
to all of the major living spaces of the house. A properly designed and functioning 
heating plant and distribution system keeps all rooms warm and minimizes the potential 
for chilled surfaces throughout the house. Chilled surfaces are potential condensation 
and mold contamination sites. 
A single, stationary heat source like a wood stove or propane heater dramatically affects 
the heat distribution in the house. The room with the heating appliance will be warm 
(and even hot) while the rooms at the furthest distance from the heat source will be 
cooler. The potential for chilled surfaces and mold problems rises dramatically in the 
cold rooms. The areas of greatest potential for condensation problems include windows, 
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exterior walls of closets, and wall/ceiling junctions on exterior walls. If the rooms are 
particularly cold and the indoor relative humidity is high, condensation can occur most 
anywhere on exterior walls and ceilings. 
Economic reasons impact the choice of heating systems. Some residents may prefer the 
slight discomfort of lower bedroom temperatures to the cost of central heating. While 
central heating would be preferred, the cost and difficulty of retrofitting a system, along 
with resident preference, may dictate against this solution. In those cases, every effort 
should be made to maximize the distribution of heat from the central appliance 
throughout the house. 
• Leave doors to all rooms open. Rooms that are shut off contribute to the problem. 
• Where possible, install through-the-wall fans from the room with the heat source 
(typically the living room) to adjacent rooms. These fans can be installed with 
variable speed controls and distribute heat at a nominal cost. 
In addressing mold and moisture problems on walls and ceilings, the housing authority 
should assure that the surfaces are not chilled as a result of inadequate heat distribution to 
the affected rooms. 
With regard to the second issue, appliances that burn fuel (whether gas, fuel oil, or wood) 
produce moisture. Generally, for every molecule of fuel consumed, two molecules of 
water vapor are produced. If the combustion gases are not well ventilated to the outside, 
the appliance can contribute large quantities of moisture into the indoor air. The 
excessive moisture load in the air can be a major contributor to winter moisture problems. 
A wood stove system should be regularly inspected to ensure that the venting system 
does not spill combustion gases into the interior of the house. 
Moisture problems, however, are only one issue related to the use of wood stoves. 
Besides water vapor, combustion produces contaminants, most critically carbon 
monoxide (CO). Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, poisonous gas. At high 
concentrations, carbon monoxide is lethal. Combustion also produces nitrogen dioxide 
and particulates that can cause irritation. While safe if designed properly and clearance 
to combustibles are maintained, wood stoves can present fire hazards. Again, regular 
inspection should verify that the venting system is properly designed and functioning, 
and that the proper clearances are maintained with both the stove and the vent pipe. 
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Appendix A: SITE:Nisqually/Skokomish Reservations SUMARY SITE VISIT REPORT DATE: March 1 0-13, 2003 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Crawl space Wet 
Model and framing Site Gutter Leaks Basement Exhaust Ex1erior Visible Interior Dewpoint 
Inspection HUD Program Foundation Framing moisture Drainage System from or Crawl Plumbing Bathroom Ventilation waiVceiling Attic Mold Relative Tempe rat 
Number Address (x below) Building Age Occupancy Type Type Heat Type content Problems Problems Ex1erior Space Problems Problems Problems problems Problems (Column#) Humidity ure 
t2032 SWA-WA Court LR t Year 7 Slab on Grade Wood frame Wood Stove/ Not Applicable No Yes No Not No Yes No No Not 15 1. 1 ranch Electric back up Applicable Accessible 56%@ 71 54F 
1.2 t2030 SWA-WA Court MH t Year 2 Crawl Space Wood frame Wood Stove/ t5- t9% Yes Yes No No No No No No Not No ranch Electric back up Accessible 54%@ 75 57 F 
2tt 0 Chickman Court MH t6 Years 4 Crawl Space Wood frame Electric/Wood Not Accessible Yes Yes No Not Yes No Yes No Not 14,16 t .3 ranch Stove back up Accessible Accessible 46%@ 71 50 F 
1.4 t3209 Leschi Circle MH 26 Years 2 Crawl Space Wood frame Wood Stove/ t2% No Yes No No No No No No Not No 
ranch Electric back up Accessible 47%@ 71 49 F 
2. t Bt Twana Court MH 2t Years 7 Crawl Space Wood frame Electric Heat t6-20% Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 15,16,17 ranch 65% @71F 58 F 
2.2 N t70 Enatai Court MH tt Years 4 Crawl Space Wood frame Wood Stove/ Not Accessible No Yes No Not No No No No Not Yes ranch Electric back up Accessible Accessible 54%@ 74 57 F 
2.3 ttt Salish Court MH 17 Years 6 Crawl Space Wood frame Wood Stove Not Accessible No Yes No Not No Yes Yes No No 15,16 ranch Accessible 56%@ 7!_1 54F 
2.4 N 30 Salish Court MH 34 Years 4 Crawl Space Wood frame Wood Stove/ Not Accessible No Yes No Not No No Yes Yes Not 16,17 ranch Electric back up Accessible Accessible 63% @ 74 62 F 
2.5 N 93 Salish Court MH 17 Years 5 Crawl Space Wood frame Wood Stove t2% No Yes No No No Yes No No Not 15 two story converted to Gas Accessible 58%@ 74 58 F 
----
* MH = mutual help TK = Turnkey/Rent to Own LR =Low Rent 
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Inspection Number: 1-1 
Address: 12032 SWA-WA Court 
Model Type: Ranch 
Foundation: Slab on grade 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Heat Type: Wood stove with electric 
backup. 
Bedrooms: Two 
Occupancy: 7 total, 3 adults and 4 
children 
Age: One year old 
Attic: Not Accessible 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Minor 
moisture damage and mold was identified 
in the bathroom. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater 
Management: The site was fairly flat, 
though there was no location of grading 
pitched toward the foundation of the 
house. A roof drainage system was in 
place. There was one location with a 
missing connector on a downspout 
(Figure 2). All downspouts needed 
leaders and splashblocks to move 
rainwater away from the foundation. 
Figure 2: Downspout requiring maintenance 
Foundation Conditions: There were no 
identified problems with the slab-on-grade 
foundation. 
Bathroom: Minor water damage (and possibly 
minor mold contamination) was found at the 
base of the wall next to the shower (Figure 3). 
This damage is a result of spillage from the 
shower activity. There were no other problems 
identified. An operating exhaust fan was in 
place. 
Kitchen: No problems were identified in the 
kitchen. The stove was electric, and there was 
an operational exhausting range hood. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: There were no 
moisture problems or mold identified in the 
Building Research Council 
Figure 3: Bathroom water damage 
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main living spaces. Interior conditions were 56% 
relative humidity at 71° F (100% exterior and 55° 
F). The smoke detectors in the house were 
disabled or missing, which becomes a particular 
concern when a wood stove is being used (Figure 
4). 
Attic: The attic was not accessible. 
Occupant Notes: With seven occupants, the 
house was considered overcrowded. There were 
reported of respiratory and allergy health 
problems;. 
Discussion I Recommendations: 
Figure 4: Disabled Smoke Detector 
1. Repair the roof drainage system. This includes replacing missing components, 
and installing leaders and splashblocks. 
2. The bathroom requires minor repairs. A more moisture-resistant wall covering 
should be installed adjacent to the shower to prevent persistent water damage to 
the wall. 
3. Smoke detectors should be replaced as required and maintained to ensure 
operability. 
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Inspection Number: 1-2 
Address: 12030 SWA-WA Court 
Model Type: Ranch 
Age: 1 Year Old 
Bedrooms: 3 
Foundation: Crawl Space 
Heat Type: Wood stove with electric 
backup 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Attic: Not accessible 
Occupancy: Two adults 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: There 
were no identified mold conditions in the 
house. Figure 1: 12030 SWA-WA Court 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: The 
site was fairly flat (Figure 1 ). On one elevation, the 
site grade pitched toward the foundation of the 
house (Figure 2). The house had a roof drainage 
system, with downspouts attached to drain tile. The 
outlet for the drain tile was not determined. Based 
on the deep drip lines that appear below the roofline, 
it appears that the gutters have often overflowed, 
allowing water to accumulate next to the foundation 
of the house (Figure 3). 
Figure 3: Downspout and dripline 
below eave 
Figure 2: Site pitched toward foundation 
Figure 4: Crawl Space 
Foundation Conditions: The design of the crawl space, with fiberglass batt insulation 
placed in the joist cavities, placed the crawl space outside of the home's thermal 
envelope. The vapor barrier had been properly installed, and the crawl space was dry 
(Figure 4). The clothes dryer vented into the crawl space and then to the exterior through 
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sheet metal ductwork. A connection in the duct had fallen 
apart, and the dryer was venting into the crawl space 
(Figure 5). Moisture content of the framing member 
measured 15-19%, indicating dry conditions. 
Bathroom and Kitchen: There were no moisture 
problems identified in the bathroom or kitchen. An 
operating exhaust fan was in place in the bathroom. The 
stove was electric, and there was an operational exhausting 
range hood. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: There were no moisture 
problems or mold identified in the main living spaces. 
Interior conditions were 54% relative humidity at 75° F 
(1 00% relative humidity and 55° F exterior). 
Attic: The attic was not accessible. 
Figure 5: Disconnected 
duct on dryer vent 
Occupant Notes: There were two occupants, both adults. There were no reported health 
problems. 
Discussion I Recommendations: 
1. Gutters should be cleaned and maintained to prevent overflow and pooling of 
rainwater around the house. 
2. Ductwork to the dryer vent should be reconnected. The original connection (duct 
tape alone) failed. Sheet metal screws in conjunction with duct tape would 
provide a long-term solution. 
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Inspection Number: 1-3 
Address: 2110 Chickman Court 
Age: 16 Years Old 
Model Type: Ranch house 
Bedrooms: 3 
Foundation: Crawl Space 
Heat Type: Electric with Wood stove back-up 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Attic: Not accessible 
Occupancy: 4 total, 2 adults and 2 children 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Moisture 
damage and mold contamination has resulted 
from a leak under the kitchen sink. Both the 
bathroom and kitchen were in need of localized 
exhaust ventilation. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: 
The site was generally flat. While there were 
gutters and downspouts on the house, leaders and 
splashblocks were missing at the termination of 
each downspout (Figures 2 & 3). This promotes 
pooling of water around the foundation of the 
house. 
Foundation Conditions: The crawl space was 
not accessible for inspection due to excessive 
storage over the hatch. As noted from the 
outside, the crawl space was well ventilated. 
Bathroom: The bathroom exhaust fan was not 
functioning and requires replacement. 
Kitchen: A leak in the drain line of the kitchen 
sink has caused water damage and mold 
contamination to the sink cabinet, adjoining wall, 
and likely to the sub floor (Figure 4). No other 
moisture or mold damage was noted in the 
kitchen. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: There were no 
moisture problems or mold identified in the main 
living spaces. Interior conditions were 46% 
relative humidity at 71 ° F (100% relative humidity 
and 55° F exterior). The smoke detectors in the 
house were disabled or missing, which becomes a 
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Figure 1: 2110 Chickman Court 
Figure 2: Missing leader on gutter 
Figure 4: Damage and mold growth 
under kitchen sink 
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particular concern when a wood stove is being 
used (Figure 5). There were also several · 
electrical boxes that were missing cover plates, 
which can be a safety hazard with children 
(Figure 6). 
Attic: The attic was not accessible. 
Occupant Notes: There were four occupants in 
the house, two adults and two children. They 
reported health problems; lupus, asthma and liver 
disease. 
Discussion I Recommendations: Figure 5: Missing smoke detector 
1. Install leaders and splashblocks on the downspouts to 
route water away from the foundation. 
2. Repair the DWV line under the kitchen sink. The 
space below the cabinet should be examined for 
damage and mold contamination. All moldy surfaces 
(wall, cabinet, and floor) should be cleaned and dried. 
3. Replace smoke detectors as required. Maintain them 
to ensure operability. Install cover plates on all 
electrical boxes. 
Building Research Council 
Figure 6: Missing cover 
plate 
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Inspection Number: 1-4 
Address: 13209 Leschi Circle 
Model Type: Ranch 
Age: 26 Years Old 
Bedrooms: 4 
Foundation: Crawl Space 
Heat Type: Wood Stove with Electric as back-
up 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Attic: Not accessible 
Occupancy: Two adults 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: There were 
no water damage or mold contamination issues 
identified in the house. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: 
There was a positive pitch away from the house 
on the front elevation. The rest of the site was 
fairly flat. There was a gutter system on the 
house. The system was missing the leaders that 
divert rainwater away from the foundation. 
Foundation Conditions: The design of the 
crawl space, with fiberglass batt insulation 
placed in the joist cavities, placed the crawl 
space outside the home's thermal envelope 
(Figure 2). Some insulation was dislodged and 
falling out of the floor (Figure 3). The vapor 
barrier had been properly installed, and the 
crawl space was dry. Moisture content of the 
framing members was approximately 12%, 
which indicates dry conditions. The crawl 
space was only moderately vented, with most 
vents covered by debris on the exterior (Figure 
4). Given the wet and humid exterior 
conditions, the lack of ventilation in the crawl 
space likely serves to keep the space slightly 
dryer than a well-ventilated space. 
Bathroom: There were no severe problems in 
the bathroom. Some mold growth was found 
around the tracks of the shower door, but it was 
minor and primarily cosmetic. Cleaning the 
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Figure 3: Insulation dislodged from cavity 
Figure 4: Clogged crawl space vent 
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area provides the best solution (Figure 5). 
There was a working exhaust fan. 
Kitchen, Bedrooms and Living Spaces: 
There were no moisture problems or mold 
identified in the main living spaces. 
Interior conditions were 4 7% relative 
humidity at 71° F (1 00% relative humidity 
and 55° F exterior). Occupants reported 
mold and moisture damage from a leak in 
the washing machine. At the time of 
inspection, this problem had been 
corrected, the mold cleaned, and the area 
repainted. 
Attic: The attic was not accessible. 
Figure 5: Cosmetic mold damage in shower 
door track 
Occupant Notes: There were two adult occupants. There were no reported health 
problems with the occupants. 
Discussion I Recommendations: 
1. Install leaders and splashblocks on the downspouts to route water away from the 
foundation. 
2. Clean minor mold contamination around the shower door. 
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Inspection Number: 2-1 
Address: 81 Twana Court 
Model Type: Ranch 
Age: 21 Years 
Bedrooms: 5 
Foundation: Crawl Space 
Heat Type: Electric Heat 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Attic: Truss construction with blown cellulose 
insulation 
Occupancy: Seven occupants 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Condensation 
moisture conditions existed in several locations of 
the house, with associated mold 
contamination. Damage was 
noticed on windows, walls and 
ceilings, particularly where walls 
met ceilings on exterior walls, in 
the kitchen and bedrooms. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater 
Management: The site was 
fairly flat, with little to no grade 
away from the foundation. A 
roof drainage system was in 
place, but it was missing several 
downspouts and leaders (Figure 
2). This allows rainwater from 
the roof to concentrate next to 
the foundation. Mildew and 
moisture damage was noted on the 
trim below the missing downspouts 
(Figure 3). 
Figure 2: Missing downspout 
March 12, 2003 
Figure 3: Missing 
downspout and mildew 
Foundation Conditions: The crawl space requires 
some repairs (Figure 4). There is a vapor barrier, but at 
this point the vapor barrier is in poor condition, and 
does not cover the entire floor. The moisture content of 
the framing members was between 16% and 20%. This 
indicates a fairly wet crawlspace, as measurements 
much above 20% will support mold growth. Several of 
the fiberglass batts insulating the floor have fallen out, Figure 4: Crawl space 
and need to be replaced. There is clearly a fair-sized 
void in the foundation. Repairs to the roof drainage system 
(described above) will help to maintain a dry crawl space. 
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Bathroom: Mold was present on the ceiling in the 
bathroom (Figure 5). There was an exhaust fan that 
was more loud than effective. 
Kitchen: There was condensation-based mold growth 
in a comer of the kitchen on an exterior wall (Figure 
6). In the kitchen and main living space of the house, 
conditions were 65% relative humidity at 71° F. This 
indicates a high moisture load and a dewpoint 
temperature of 58° F. Mold contamination is likely to 
occur just prior to the dewpoint, or when the surface Figure 5: Mold growth above shower 
reaches about 62° F. 
Surface temperature at this location measured 62° F, 
nine-degrees lower than the interior conditions. At the 
mold spot the temperature was closer to the exterior 
temperature (55° F) than the interior temperature. 
This clearly indicated an insulation problem in the 
attic. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: Condensation and 
mold problems were noted in the bedrooms of the 
addition. There was mold in the closet ceiling, as 
well as at the wall/ceiling juncture of the bedrooms 
(Figure 7). As with the kitchen, there was a 
temperature depression at the mold site, (surface 
temperature of 59° F), which indicated insulation 
problems. 
The bedrooms in the addition were cooler and damper 
than the rest of the house, at 68° F and 75% relative 
humidity, implying a dewpoint temperature of 59° F. 
In this case, the affected surfaces were at or near the 
dewpoint, and mold growth was an obvious 
consequence. The high moisture load in the house 
produced significant condensation on the windows, as 
well as mold contamination (Figure 8). 
Attic: The attic was truss construction with 
blown cellulose insulation. Insulation in the 
addition was fiberglass batts, but very little of the 
addition area could be observed. Insulation over 
the kitchen mold spot appeared depleted, though 
it was difficult to observe closely. The flexible 
ductwork to the bathroom exhaust fan was 
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Figure 6: Mold growth in corner of 
kite. hen 
Figure 8: Window condensation 
and mold 
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disconnected, though there was no indication of mold in the 
attic (Figure 9). 
Occupant Notes: There were seven occupants, three children 
and 4 adults. One child had asthma, and all four adults were 
smokers. Safety hazards were noted, including missing 
electrical cover plates (Figure 1 0) and disabled smoke 
detectors (Figure 11 ). 
Figure 10: Missing cover 
plate 
Discussion/Recommendations: 
1. Install downspouts and leaders to divert 
rainwater away from the foundation. 
Figure 11: Disabled smoke detector 
2. Repair the floor insulation in the crawl space. Clean the space and install a new 
plastic vapor barrier. Keep wildlife out of the crawl space, by inspecting the 
foundation and repair any holes. 
3. Install a new bathroom exhaust fan (80 CFM and 1.5 sones or less). Vent the 
duct connecting to the fan to the exterior at the shortest possible distance with the 
minimum number of bends and elbows. The fan should have a control with a 
timer (so that the fan will run for a while after a shower), or with a humidistat set 
at 50 to 55% relative humidity. 
4. Every effort should be made to lower the moisture load (relative humidity) in the 
house. The first three recommendations should help in this regard. 
5. In the locations where depressed surface temperatures contribute to mold growth, 
open ceiling and wall cavities and examine the insulation. This can be 
accomplished either from the inside or the outside on exterior walls. Ceilings can 
be examined from the attic. Replace insulation as required, clean up mold 
contamination, and patch opening. 
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Inspection Number: 2-2 
Address: N 17 0 Enatai Court 
Model Type: Ranch 
Age: 11 Years Old 
Bedrooms: 3 
Foundation: Crawl Space 
Heat Type: Wood stove with electric backup 
Attic: Not accessible 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Occupancy: Four occupants 
Figure 2: Grading at rear of house Fi!mre 3: Mold on window 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Mold was found growing on one window as a result of 
window condensation. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: Grading at the site was excellent, with a 
strong slope away from the house on all elevations (Figure 2). There was a functioning 
gutter system on the house, though it was missing leaders and splashblocks. If these 
elements were properly installed, site drainage and rainwater management would be near 
perfect. 
Foundation Conditions: The crawl space was not accessible for inspection. 
Bathroom and Kitchen: There were no problems identified in the house. Localized 
exhaust ventilation was in place in both rooms. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: The only mold problem identified was in the bedroom 
that faces the front of the property. In this case, mold was found to be growing on the 
window as a result of window condensation (Figure 3). Two contributing factors make 
this window colder (and thus more prone to condensation) than others: 
1. The window is farthest from the wood stove. 
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2. A heavy wool blanket covered the window 
to darken the room (Figure 4). 
The blanket chilled the window in the room that 
was most likely to be cold because of the single 
heat source. Condensation problems not were 
identified in other living spaces in the house. At the 
time of the inspection, the house was at 54% 
relative humidity at 74° F. 
Attic: The attic was not accessible. 
Occupant Notes: There are 4 occupants, two 
adults and two children. There were no reported 
health problems. 
Discussion/Recommendations: 
Figure 4: Wool blanket over 
window 
1. Install leaders and splashblocks on all downspouts. 
2. To help prevent window condensation, use an opaque roll-down shade rather than 
a blanket to cover the window and darken the bedroom. Leave the shade up as 
much as possible. 
3. If bedrooms get chilled and cause condensation problems in cold weather, the 
electric resistant heating units in those rooms should be used to prevent mold 
growth. 
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Inspection Number: 2-3 
Address: 111 Salish Court 
Model Type: Ranch 
Age: 17 Years Old 
Bedrooms: 3 
Foundation: Crawl Space 
Heat Type: Wood Stove 
Construction: 2 X 4 Wood Frame 
Attic: Wood truss with fiberglass batt 
insulation 
Occupancy: Six occupants 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: There Figure 1: 111 Salish Court 
was mold growth on the ceiling of the 
bathroom. There was window condensation and minor 
mold growth on windows in the bedrooms. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: Grading at 
the site was excellent, with a strong slope away from the 
house on all elevations. There was a functioning gutter 
system on the house, though it was missing leaders, and the 
splashblocks were dislodged (Figure 2). If leaders and 
splashblocks were properly installed, site drainage and 
rainwater management would be near perfect. 
Foundation Conditions: The crawl space was not 
accessible for inspection. 
Bathroom: There was mold growth on the ceiling of the 
bathroom (Figure 3). The existing bathroom exhaust fan 
appeared only minimally effective. With six people using 
the bathroom, good ventilation and maintenance of 
bathroom surfaces was critical. 
Kitchen: No problems were identified in the 
kitchen. There was an operating exhaust hood 
over the electric range. 
Figure 2: Missing leader, 
dislodged splashblock 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: There were 
minor condensation problems on windows in 
the bedrooms. Because the house had a wood 
stove in the living room rather than a central 
heating system, the bedrooms tended to be 
cooler due to the distance from the heat 
source. This condition promoted 
Figure 3: Mold on bathroom ceiling 
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condensation problems on windows and other 
surfaces. There were indications of minor 
condensation at the exterior wall/ceiling 
juncture of one of the bedrooms (Figure 4). In 
many rooms, the exterior walls were not 
assessed due to the quantity of items against the 
walls. Moisture was measured at 56% relative 
humidity and 71 degrees F. 
Attic: The attic was of light-frame wood truss 
construction, with 6" fiberglass batt insulation 
between the ceiling joists. The attic was 
ventilated with gable vents only. There was no 
sign of excess moisture or mold contamination 
in the attic (Figure 5). 
Occupant Notes: There were six occupants, 
three adults and three children, in this 
overcrowded home. 
Discussion/Recommendations: 
1. Install leaders and splashblocks on all 
downspouts. 
Figure 4: Condensation at wall/ceiling 
juncture 
Figure 5: Attic 
2. Install a new bathroom exhaust fan (80 CFM and 1.5 sones or less). The duct 
connecting to the fan should vent to the exterior at the shortest possible distance 
with the minimum number of bends and elbows. The fan should have a control 
with a timer (so that the fan will run for a while after a shower), or with a 
humidistat set at 50 to 55% relative humidity. 
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Inspection Number: 2-4 
Address: N 30 Salish Court 
Model Type: Ranch 
Age: 34 years old 
Bedrooms: 4 bedrooms 
Foundation: Crawl space 
Heat Type: Wood stove, electric 
resistance as backup 
Construction: 2x4 wood frame 
Attic: Not accessible 
Occupancy: 4 occupants, 2 adults and 2 
children 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: Mold was 
evident on one wall in a bedroom closet. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: 
Grading at the site was excellent, with a strong 
slope away from the house on all elevations. 
There was a functioning gutter system on the 
house, though it was missing leaders, and 
rainwater pooled against the foundation (Figure 
2). Leaders and splashblocks diverted the 
gathered rainwater well away from the foundation 
of the house. With properly installed leaders and 
splashblocks, site drainage and rainwater 
management at this residence could be near 
perfect. 
Figure 2: Pooling water by downspout 
Foundation Conditions: The crawl space was not accessible for inspection. This was 
unfortunate, as both the pooling water against the foundation and the elevated interior 
humidity can indicate a wet crawl space. 
Bathroom: The bathroom was clean and free of mold on surfaces. There source of a 
moldy smell in the bathroom was identified as the shower curtain. The bathroom had an 
operating exhaust fan, but the fan was noisy 
and due for replacement. 
Kitchen: There were no problems identified 
in the kitchen. The kitchen had an operating 
exhaust hood over the electric range. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: Mold was 
found at the base of a bedroom closet on an 
exterior wall (Figure 3). At the time of the 
inspection, the house was at 63% relative 
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Figure 3: Mold at base of closet exterior wall 
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humidity at 74° F. This humidity level is high, implying a dewpoint of62° F. Surface 
temperature of the wall at the mold location was depressed about 10° F, being 63° F from 
a room temperature of74° F. This is cold enough at the surface to raise the moisture 
level and support mold. This temperature difference also implies a problem with the wall 
insulation at this location on the wall. Stored boxes in front of this wall contribute to the 
problem. 
Attic: The attic was not accessible for inspection. 
Occupant Notes: There were four full-time members in the household. Three 
stepchildren reside there every other weekend. Some family members have asthma. 
Discussion/Recommendations: 
1. Install leaders and splashblocks on all downspouts. 
2. Examine the crawl space for signs of moisture. A wet foundation may be the 
source of the elevated moisture load in the house. A vapor barrier should be in 
place. Diverting the rainwater away from the foundation (recommendation #1) 
should be the first step taken in maintaining a dry foundation. 
3. Install a new bathroom exhaust fan (80 CFM and 1.5 sones or less). Vent the 
duct connecting to the fan to the exterior at the shortest possible distance using a 
minimum number of bends and elbows. The fan should have a control with a 
timer (so that the fan will run for a while after a shower), or with a humidistat set 
no more than 50 to 55% relative humidity. 
4. Clean the mold at the base of the closet. Open the wall cavities and examine the 
insulation. This can be accomplished either from the inside or the outside. Going 
through the drywall on the inside will likely be the easiest, and will simplify the 
mold cleanup, as the affected drywall can be thrown away. Replace insulation as 
required and patch the opening. Keep storage items away from this wall to help 
prevent the reoccurrence of the problem. 
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Inspection Number: 2-5 
Address: N 93 Salish Court 
Model Type: 2 story 
Age: 17 years old 
Bedrooms: Four 
Foundation: Crawl space 
Heat Type: Gas stove in living room (converted 
from wood) 
Construction: 2x4 wood frame . 
Attic: Not accessible 
Occupancy: Five occupants 
Mold and Moisture Conditions: There is mold 
growth on the walls and ceiling of the bathroom. 
Site Drainage and Rainwater Management: 
Grading at the site was excellent, with a strong 
slope away from the house on all elevations. 
There was a functioning gutter system on the 
house, though it was missing leaders and 
splashblocks (Figure 2). Leaders and 
splashblocks diverted the gathered rainwater well 
away from the foundation of the house. With 
properly installed leaders and splashblocks, the 
site drainage and rainwater management at this 
residence could be near perfect. 
Foundation Conditions: The crawl space was in 
good condition. There was a vapor barrier 
covering the floor and the crawl space walls. 
Moisture content of the framing members 
Figure 1: N 93 Salish Court 
averaged 12%, which is dry for a crawl space. Figure 2: Missing leader on downspout 
The space was used for storage, and the cardboard 
boxes stored on the vapor barrier showed no signs 
of wetness (Figure 3). Fiberglass insulation that 
had fallen from the floor cavities should be re-
installed. 
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Figure 3: Crawl space 
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Bathroom: There was a significant amount of mold 
growing on the wall and ceiling surfaces in the first 
floor bathroom (Figure 4). This indicated excess 
humidity in the bathroom. While there was an 
operating exhaust fan in the bathroom, it had not 
prevented this condition. The second-floor 
bathroom showed no problems. 
Kitchen: There were no problems identified in the 
kitchen. The kitchen had an operating exhaust hood 
over the electric range. 
Bedrooms and Living Spaces: There were no 
problems identified in the main living spaces. At 
the time of inspection, the interior conditions were 
58% relative humidity at 74° F. 
Figure 4: Mold on walls and ceiling of 
bathroom 
Attic: The attic was not accessible. 
Occupant Notes: There were five occupants, four adults and one child. Two family 
members reported having allergies. 
Discussion/Recommendations: 
1. Install leaders and splashblocks on all downspouts. 
2. It is important that the bathroom exhaust fan work at top efficiency. A new 
bathroom exhaust fan (80 CFM and 1.5 sones or less) should be installed. The 
duct connecting to the fan should vent to the exterior at the shortest possible 
distance with the minimum number of bends and elbows. The fan should have a 
control with a timer, so that the fan will run for approximately 20 to 30 minutes 
following a shower. 
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